Where do YOUR morals come from?

Please join fellow freethinkers on Sunday, March 7th for a panel discussion on the subject of where your morals come from. Three panelists with very different spiritual backgrounds (an atheist, a monk, and a witch) will discuss the sources of their own moral sense and how it applies to their daily lives. The whole thing will be on Zoom and YOU are especially invited!  (See page 2)
Where do YOUR morals come from?

Join us Sunday March 6th at 10 am via Zoom for a panel discussion

Bill van Druten is a retired psychiatrist. He founded Lake Superior Freethinkers in 1997 in response to an attack on the Roman Catholic Church to take over a hospital by the church. He intended to put second Duluth hospital. The church intended to put religious-based restrictions on medical care at all their hospitals, even for persons of other religions or no religion.

My website is the online hub of my village witchery practice.

The actual hub of my practice is my very real-life home in Duluth, Minnesota which is filled to the brim with kids, herb jars, books, rocks, tarot decks, and altars tucked onto every horizontal surface.

Doing this work brings me great joy! I actively participate in Pluralism, and welcome persons of any faith to my practice.

Former Benedictine monk, devout atheist, and practicing theologian. Theological pursuits are in the area of god in the imagination and image of man. And morality a human construct. Currently retired and living in Superior.
Join us for virtual Happy Hour
from 4:00-6:00 pm Thursday, March 4th via Zoom

LSF needs volunteers to give brief “Reflections” prior to each monthly speaker presentation. Topics can be varied and wide ranging.
Please contact Charles Gessert at CGessert@yahoo.com and leave your contact information.

Join us for LSF’s March Social Dinner
March 17th 5:30 pm, via Zoom

Support LSF by using AmazonSmile
Easy as “One, Two, Three”

1. Go to LSFreethinkers.org
2. Scroll down and Click the orange “Support Lake Superior Freethinkers” box
3. Click the “Start Shopping” button on the Amazon Smile page

Shop at smile.amazon.com and they will donate 0.5% of your eligible purchases to LSF at no cost to you!
10 facts about Atheists

By Michael Lipka • Editorial manager of religion research at Pew Research Center

Measuring atheism is complicated. Some people who describe themselves as atheists also say they believe in some kind of higher power or spiritual force. At the same time, some of those who identify with a religion (for example, say they are Catholic or Jewish) say they do not believe in God. One thing is for sure: Along with the rise of religiously unaffiliated Americans – many of whom believe in God – there has been a corresponding increase in the number of atheists. Here are some key facts about atheists in the United States and around the world:

1. The share of Americans who identify as atheists has increased modestly but significantly in the past decade. Pew Research Center telephone surveys conducted in 2018 and 2019 show that 4% of American adults say they are atheists when asked about their religious identity, up from 2% in 2009. An additional 5% of Americans call themselves agnostics, up from 3% a decade ago.

2. The literal definition of “atheist” is “a person who does not believe in the existence of a god or any gods,” according to Merriam-Webster. And the vast majority of U.S. atheists fit this description: 81% say they do not believe in God or a higher power or in a spiritual force of any kind. (Overall, 10% of American adults share this view.) At the same time, roughly one-in-five self-described atheists (18%) say they do believe in some kind of higher power. None of the atheists we surveyed, however, say they believe in “God as described in the Bible.”

3. Atheists make up a larger share of the population in many European countries than they do in the U.S. In Western Europe, where Pew Research Center surveyed 15 countries in 2017, nearly one-in-five Belgians (19%) identify as atheists, as do 16% in Denmark, 15% in France and 14% in the Netherlands and Sweden. But the European country with perhaps the biggest share of atheists is the Czech Republic, where a quarter of adults identify that way. In neighboring Slovakia, 15% identify as atheists, although in the rest of Central and Eastern Europe, atheists have a smaller presence, despite the historical influence of the officially atheist Soviet Union. Like Americans, Europeans in many countries are more likely to say they do not believe in God than they are to identify as atheists, including two-thirds of Czechs and at least half of Swedish (60%), Belgian (54%) and Dutch adults (53%) who say they do not believe in God. In other regions surveyed by the Center, including Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa, atheists generally are much rarer.

4. In the U.S., atheists are mostly men and are relatively young, according to the 2014 Religious Landscape Study. About seven-in-ten U.S. atheists are men (68%). The median age for atheists is 34, compared with 46 for all U.S. adults. Atheists also are more likely to be white (78% vs. 66% of the general public) and highly educated: About four-in-ten atheists (43%) have a college degree, compared with 27% of the general public. Self-identified atheists also tend to be aligned with the Democratic Party and with political liberalism.

5. The vast majority of U.S. atheists say religion is not too or not at all important in their lives (93%) and that they seldom or never pray (97%). At the same time, many do not see a contradiction between atheism and pondering their place in the world. About a third of American atheists say they think about the meaning and purpose of life at least weekly (35%), and that they often feel a deep sense of spiritual peace and well-being (31%). In fact, the Religious Landscape Study shows that atheists are more likely than U.S. Christians to say they often feel a sense of wonder about the universe (54% vs. 45%).

6. Where do atheists find meaning in life? Like a majority of Americans, most atheists mentioned “family” as a source of meaning when Pew Research Center asked an open-ended question about this in a 2017 survey. But atheists were far more likely than Christians to describe hobbies as meaningful or satisfying (28% vs. 10%). Atheists also were more likely than Americans overall to describe finances and money, creative pursuits, travel, and leisure activities as meaningful. Not surprisingly, very few U.S. atheists (4%) said they found life’s meaning in spirituality.

Continued on next page
7 In many cases, being an atheist isn’t just about personally rejecting religious labels and beliefs – most atheists also express negative views when asked about the role of religion in society. For example, seven-in-ten U.S. atheists say religion’s influence is declining in American public life, and that this is a good thing (71%), according to a 2019 survey. Fewer than one-in-five U.S. adults overall (17%) share this view. A majority of atheists (70%) also say churches and other religious organizations do more harm than good in society, and an even larger share (93%) say religious institutions have too much influence in U.S. politics.

8 Atheists may not believe religious teachings, but they are quite informed about religion. In Pew Research Center’s 2019 religious knowledge survey, atheists were among the best-performing groups, answering an average of about 18 out of 32 fact-based questions correctly, while U.S. adults overall got an average of roughly 14 questions right. Atheists were at least as knowledgeable as Christians on Christianity-related questions – roughly eight-in-ten in both groups, for example, know that Easter commemorates the resurrection of Jesus – and they were also twice as likely as Americans overall to know that the U.S. Constitution says “no religious test” shall be necessary to hold public office.

9 Most Americans (56%) say it is not necessary to believe in God to be moral, while 42% say belief in God is necessary to have good values, according to a 2017 survey. In other wealthy countries, smaller shares tend to say that belief in God is essential for good morals, including just 15% in France. But in many other parts of the world, nearly everyone says that a person must believe in God to be moral, including 99% in Indonesia and Ghana and 98% in Pakistan, according to a 2013 Pew Research Center international survey.

10 Americans feel less warmly toward atheists than they do toward members of most major religious groups. A 2019 Pew Research Center survey asked Americans to rate groups on a “feeling thermometer” from 0 (as cold and negative as possible) to 100 (the warmest, most positive possible rating). U.S. adults gave atheists an average rating of 48, identical to the rating they gave Muslims (48) and colder than the average given to Jews (63), Catholics (60) and evangelical Christians (66).